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Foreword
Curved glass is widely used today, not only in architecture, but also
in the furniture industry and in interior design. The distinctive

technologies we use and our special know-how combine
to ensure that we meet our customers’ highest demands, fulfilling
their expectations with precision and working closely with them
throughout the production process. Individualized

forms

and designs are no problem for us. We are constantly developing
our portfolio and can currently produce even the most difficult
geometries with maximum

dimensions of 3210 mm x

6000 mm. One of our strengths is the free choice of coating that
we offer, and our readiness to work with you to find the optimal

coating solution for your special project.
Hermann Schüller, Managing Director, FINIGLAS Veredelungs GmbH

Development
Innovative
Future-oriented
Individual

Advice
Solution-oriented
Transparent
Personal

Know-How
Quality tested Made in Germany
Years of glass-bending experience
Efficient project handling

Logistics
Individual shipping management
Guaranteed punctuality of delivery
International experience

First Class Curved Glass

Putting products into shape
We can do it:
The limitations of our products are determined only

by

physics. We offer glazings for a very wide range of applications from
our portfolio, for example, façades, parapets and stair-rails for highquality architectural solutions, or elegant interior products
for shower doors, stair-rails or lifts, and overhead glazings. Unusual

special forms and XXL formats with toughened glass and
laminated safety glass are our speciality. Using our innovative
techniques we can produce cylindrical, spherical and
aspherical, conical and parabolic curved forms.

„Finiglas is living innovation“
André Wachsmann; Sales Manager Curved Glass

Competent
dialogue
We put your ideas into practice
Do you need quick

and competent advice for your project? You can
count on our experience and commitment in the world of glazing.

We will be delighted to talk to you about the technical solutions and
possibilities that Finiglas offers its customers. Our values are emphasized
by our motto, „First

Class Curved Glass“. Take up our invitation
to visit us and get an impression of our portfolio at first hand. Within
a minimal time frame, our team will present you with a transparent
and detailed quotation that leaves nothing to be desired. Our R&D,
Production, Sales and Logistics departments work together as a
well-rehearsed team that you can rely on.

„Finiglas brings first-class
form to glass architecture“
Dr.-Ing. Frank Ensslen; Head of Semcoglas Applications Engineering

Punctual delivery
We deliver right on time

„For us, being first-class,
means never being satisfied
with what we have achieved“
Stephan Geertsen; Costing

Customers ordering from us will receive: The highest

quality materials in the correct quantity, and at the agreed
costs. Delivery at the right place and the right
time. Our Logistics department takes responsibility for all of
the above. Ordering with us is simple and easy, thanks to our
combination of detailed quotation preparation, reliable advice,
efficient production and reliably punctual delivery, whether
you are in Amsterdam or Hanoi. Our international experience
makes us a global

„Our high demands on
quality pay off“
Michael Hellmann, Head of Order Centre

player when it comes to curved glass.

